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Integrated geophysical and geological investigation of 
the basement of the fIysch Carpathians in the area between 
cities of Rzesz6w, Pilzno, Jaslo and Krosno was conducted 
in 1992-1995 by a team of experts from the University of 
Mining and Metallurgy and Polish Oil and Gas Company. 
The project was commissioned by the Polish Oil and Gas 
Company - Section of Oil and Gas Prospecting in Jaslo. 
The general objective of the investigation was to identify the 
Mesozoic, Palaeozoic and Precambrian basement of the 
Carpathian orogen. Available magneto telluric , seismic and 
gravity data as well as surface and borehole geological data 
were employed. A series of new magneto telluric data was 
also recorded. The basement roof was interpreted along six 
magnetotelluric profiles. Maps ofthe sub-Miocene basement 
roof were also constructed for a part of the study area. 

Based on surface and borehole geological data and seismic 
data, cross-sections of the fIysch cover were made along the 
MT profiles. The cross-sections and well-logging data were 
used to construct initial models for geoelectric interpretation 
and the models of seismic wave velocity distribution. The 

models were then used in geophysical data interpretation. 
The initial models of resistivity distribution were verified by 
ID magneto telluric inversion and 2D magnetotelluric mo
delling. The effect of the morphology of the deep basement 
on magneto telluric field measured on the Earths surface is 
attenuated by a complex resistivity distribution in fIysch 
formations. Hence, a proper choice of initial interpretation 
models is essential. A 2D model of magnetotelluric data 
interpretation can be assumed for a major part of the study 
area. However, a 3D geoelectric model of the fIysch cover 
is evident for some areas. 

As a result of the geological and geophysical interpretation 
integrated cross-sections illustrating the orogen basement together 
with structural and facies units of the fIysch were obtained. The 
sub-Miocene basement is dipping progressively with increasing 
distance to the Carpathian edge. However, some elevations and 
depressions can be observed on the cross-sections. Except for 
some local discrepancies, results of magnetotelluric, seismic and 
gravity data interpretation are concordant in general. The origin of 
the discrepancies may be connected with different initial models 
assumed for bulk density, resistivity and seismic wave velocity 
distribution in the flysch cover and/or with different location of 
physical parameter contrast boundaries. Well-log analysis and 
parameter sounding interpretation results show that the high-resi
stivity horizon is connected with the roof of the sub-Miocene 
basement. Locally, it may be located deep below the basement 
roof or shallow in the high-resistivity sandstones in the flysch 
cover. 
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Based on a large amount of recently obtained K-Ar data, 
we definitely confirm along-arc migration of volcanic activity 
in the Calimani-Gurghiu-Harghita Volcanic chain (CGH). Re
alistic volume and magma output rate calculations are presen
ted for the first time for Neogene volcanism in Romania. CGH 
is the southeastern and youngest sector of the Neogene subduc
tion-related volcanic arc of the Carpathians with obvious along
arc migration of volcanic activity which took place during ca. 
9 Ma (from 9.3 to 0.2 Ma), from northwest to southeast. The 
four segments ofCGH are progressively younger as a whole: 
9.3-6.8 MainCalimani, 8.8-5.7 Ma in Gurghiu, 6.3-3.9 Ma 
in North Harghita, 3.6-0.2 Ma in South Harghita. Duration 
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of volcanic activity was ca. 2.7 Ma in average for each 
segment. The average migration rate along the whole CGH 
is 17.6 km/Ma. Migration rates are comparable in Calimani, 
Gurghiu and North Harghita (15.7 km/Ma, 18.4 km/Ma, and 
14.6 km/Ma respectively), while South Harghita yields a 
different rate, of 9.6 km/Ma. The total volume of volcanic 
products in CGH is ca. 1400 km3 to (420 km3 in Calimani, 
315 km3 in Gurghiu, 285 km3 in North Harghita, and ca. 180 
km3 in South Harghita). Volumes of eroded volcanics that 
have been completely removed beyond the present-day area 
of the volcanic chain are considered as negligible. The total 
volume corresponds to ca. 8.1 km3 of volcanics per each 1 
km arc segment. Eruption rates along segments are compa
rable for Calimani (168.4 m3/Ma), Gurghiu (172.5 km3/Ma) 
and North Harghita (128.6 km3/Ma), but much less in the 
chain-ending South Harghita segment (29.4 km3/Ma). The 
average eruption rate for the whole CGH is ca. 152 km3/Ma, 



which means ca. 0.9 km3IMa for each 1 km of arc segment. 
These calculations point to roughly similar magma output 
rates for CGH as compared with other subduction-related 
volcanic arcs worldwide. The values are comparable for 
Calimani and Gurghiu, while along North Harghita and, 
especially, South Harghita decreasing volumes and output rates 
have been observed. Youngest age, lowest volumes and output 
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rates, as well as enhanced along-arc migration particularise 
South Harghita with respect to the other CGH segments. Our 
quantitative approach helps understand better the dynamics 
of magma generation and eruption along a subduction-rela
ted volcanic arc segment in the Carpathians. It also allows 
to put interpretations related to links between magmatism 
and regional tectonic events on more objective grounds. 
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Neogene volcanism started in the Carpatho-Pannonian 
area with explosive eruptions of large-volume acidic mag
mas during Miocene. Three main tuff horizons are known 
throughout the Pannonian Basin, referred to as the Lower-, 
Middle- and Upper Rhyolitic Tuff, EggenburgianJOttnan
gian, KarpatianiBadenian and Sarmatian in age, respective
ly. Their onland-deposited counterparts, found in the 
basin-rim regions, such as the Bukk foreland, are difficult to 
identify and correlate. Complex investigation, including 
lithostratigraphy, petrography, petrochemistry, K-Ar geo
chronology and palaeomagnetic studies, was recently under
taken in the Bukk foreland area. The three tuff complexes 
have been identified, distinguished and characterised. The 
oldest tuff complex is well exposed in the northern part of 
the area and it consists of plinian pumice fall deposits, 
welded and nonwelded ignimbrites, phreatomagmatic sequ
ences and reworked tuffs. It bears the paleomagnetic record 
of an 80 to 90° counterclockwise rotation, and yields K-Ar 
ages of 17.8-19.3 Ma. It is a biotite-rich rhyolite (pumice 
and obsidian of ca. 75-76% Si02 and 3.6-5.2% K20). The 

"middle tuff' is widespread in the southern part of the area 
and is characterised by bimodal composition (rhyolitic and 
andesitic), presence of mixed scoria-pumice pyroclastics, or 
aboundance of orthopyroxene crystalloclasts. It consists of 
a sequence of welded and nonwelded ignimbrites, phreato
magmatic deposits and reworkerd tuffs. Various degrees of 
mixing of rhyolitic and andesitic magma result in extremely 
heterogenous compositions ranging from typically rhyolitic 
to dacitic and andesitic. Glass composition range from ca. 
61 to 79% Si02 and 0.54 to 5.05% K20. K-Ar ages are 
typically in the range 16.3-17.0 Ma. Palaeomagnetic data 
indicate a ca. 30° counterclockwise rotation. The youngest 
tuff is present in few outcrops at the western and eastern 
peripheries of the Bukk foreland, as thick nonwelded rhyo
litic ignimbrites. Compositionally it is hardly distinguishab
le from the "lower tuff' (glass composition is ca. 76.0-76.6% 
Si02 and 4.7-5.1 % K20), but K-Ar ages are much younger 
(e.g. 13.6 Ma) and no rotation is present in its palaeomagne
tic record. Volcanic source areas of the pyroclastic material 
should be somewhere south of the area, in the Pannonian 
Basin, buried beneath younger sediments. Thickness and 
maximum pumice and lithic clast sizes of the pumice fall 
deposits suggest a northeast-oriented dispersal axis; imbri
cation in non welded ignimbrites suggest transport in the 
same direction, hence source location for the oldest tuffs is 
possible somewhere south of Eger. An elliptic aeromagnetic 
and gravimetric anomaly zone, present in that region, is 
consistent with such an hypothesis. On the other hand, 
magnetic anisotropy directions measured in welded ignim
brites of the middle tuff converge in a zone NE of 
Mezokovesd (south of Harsany) , as a possible source area. 
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In the Dunajec River valley, Paleogene flysch in the inner
most part of the Magura nappe is affected by advanced diagene
sis. Mineralization of joints in sandstone beds has been studied 
there. The sandstone is cut by joints of four sets comprising two 
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